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Abstract
In this talk, we will discuss approaches to develop efficient resilience
techniques for distributed task-based programming models on largescale systems and to automatically generate efficient code for target
architectures from high-level, domain-specific languages. We will
present a localized fault recovery approach for nested fork-join
programs in the presence of fail-stop failures. This approach tracks the
relationships between the work executed by various threads during
the execution, under work stealing, and precisely computes the work
lost and recovers from an arbitrary number of failures. Experimental
evaluation demonstrates low overheads in the absence of failures,
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recovery overheads on the same order as the lost work, and much
lower recovery costs than alternative strategies. In addition, we will
present our current research on a compiler infrastructure that includes
a unified, flexible, and expressive intermediate representation, a cost
model that quantifies memory and compute requirement of a given
computation, a set of optimizations including domain-specific
optimizations, tiling and fusion, and an approach for effective code
generation on heterogeneous systems.
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